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Abstract
Recent years have witnessed an increasing
number of interpretation methods being devel-
oped for improving transparency of NLP mod-
els. Meanwhile, researchers also try to answer
the question that whether the obtained interpre-
tation is faithful in explaining mechanisms be-
hind model prediction? Specifically, (Jain and
Wallace, 2019) proposes that “attention is not
explanation” by comparing attention interpre-
tation with gradient alternatives. However, it
raises a new question that can we safely pick
one interpretation method as the ground-truth?
If not, on what basis can we compare differ-
ent interpretation methods? In this work, we
propose that it is crucial to have a concrete def-
inition of interpretation before we could eval-
uate faithfulness of an interpretation. The def-
inition will affect both the algorithm to obtain
interpretation and, more importantly, the met-
ric used in evaluation. Through both theoreti-
cal and experimental analysis, we find that al-
though interpretation methods perform differ-
ently under a certain evaluation metric, such
a difference may not result from interpretation
quality or faithfulness, but rather the inherent
bias of the evaluation metric.
1 Introduction
Interpretability is drawing increasing interests for
many advanced NLP models. As more complex
models achieve state-of-the-art performances and
are deployed in real applications, it is crucial to
maintain our ability to understand why a particu-
lar decision is made by those models. Some com-
monly used interpretation methods for NLP models
include gradient-based methods (Simonyan et al.,
2013; Denil et al., 2014; Smilkov et al., 2017; Wal-
lace et al., 2019) and attention methods (Bahdanau
et al., 2015; Vaswani et al., 2017).
With more interpretation methods at hand, a
question naturally arises that: Which method is
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Figure 1: Pipelines of defining, obtaining and evalu-
ating interpretation. Upper: The traditional pipeline.
Lower: The proposed DDP pipeline.
better? Or to be more precise: Which method is
more faithful in explaining the model prediction?
A recent work (Jain and Wallace, 2019) fosters the
discussion by discovering a discrepancy between
attention-based and gradient-based interpretation,
drawing the conclusion that attention modules may
not provide meaningful explanations. Also, the au-
thors proposed that, if attention provides a faithful
explanation for model predictions, the following
two properties should hold: (1) Attention scores
should correlate to feature importance measures
(e.g., gradients); (2) Counterfactual attention scores
ought to yield corresponding changes in model pre-
diction. Serrano and Smith (2019) examines the
faithfulness of attention through attention weights
erasure. Wiegreffe and Pinter (2019) challenges
the second property by proposing a more practical
experiment for attention manipulation.
While the discussion above only involves com-
paring attention with gradient interpretation, it ac-
tually relates to a greater challenge, i.e., how to
evaluate interpretation. Many existing work fol-
low the pipeline shown in the upper part of Fig-
ure 1. For example, we may design a new inter-
pretation method based on heuristics (Denil et al.,
2014; Selvaraju et al., 2017; Nourani et al., 2019),
then compare it with certain baseline methods such
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as Integrated Gradient (Sundararajan et al., 2017)
and SmoothGrad (Smilkov et al., 2017), evaluated
under a chosen evaluation metric. The main issue
for such a pipeline is that, the designed method
may not essentially share the same objective as the
metric. Sometimes, even different algorithms in
comparison do not share the same objective, such
as Integrated Gradient and SmoothGrad, as we will
show later in the paper. Another typical issue is
choosing a subjective metric (related to human cog-
nition habits (Yang et al., 2019)) over a method that
targets to extract objective and faithful interpreta-
tion (Rudin, 2019). Such a discrepancy could make
algorithms not fairly evaluated, thus leading to a
false intuition of algorithm performance.
In this work, we propose a Definition Driven
Pipeline (DDP) which guides the development and
evaluation of interpretation algorithms, as shown
in the lower part of Figure 1. Different from the
traditional pipeline, in DDP both the algorithm and
the metric are formulated based on the same defini-
tion. To be more specific, in this work, we define
interpretation of model prediction based on adver-
sarial perturbation (Goodfellow et al., 2014), i.e.,
features are considered as important if their distor-
tions cause significant model prediction changes.
We will prove that, by correspondingly choosing
constraints in adversary, many existing interpreta-
tion algorithms are equivalent to DDP. More im-
portantly, each algorithm corresponds to a metric,
which guarantees proper evaluation of interpreta-
tion results. Based on DDP, we also discuss how to
align interpretation with human-specified rationale.
In addition, we show that the validity of the two
properties in (Jain and Wallace, 2019) is closely
related to the definition of interpretation. It is worth
noting that, although (Wiegreffe and Pinter, 2019;
Jacovi and Goldberg, 2020) provide guidelines on
interpretation evaluation, we propose a concrete
solution and conduct experiments accordingly.
The contributions of this work are as below:
• We propose the Definition Driven Pipeline for de-
veloping and evaluating interpretation methods
for NLP models. We prove that many existing
interpretation methods can be derived from DDP.
• By extending DDP, we propose a method to align
interpretation with human-specified rationale.
• Through experiments, we validate the impor-
tance of evaluating interpretation using the
proper metric, in order to prevent false intuition
of interpretation faithfulness.
2 Definition Driven Pipeline (DDP)
Formally, an NLP model is represented as a func-
tion f : X → Y . The input text is represented
as a concatenation of word embeddings, where
x = [x1; x2; . . . ; xN ] ∈ X and xn denotes the em-
bedding of the n-th word. For classification tasks,
f(x) ∈ RC , where C is the number of classes and
fc(x) is the output probability for the c-th class.
Throughout this work, we use adversarial at-
tack (Goodfellow et al., 2014; Fong and Vedaldi,
2017) to define interpretation. Given the target
function f , input x and label c of interest, we de-
fine the raw interpretation as h = x − x∗, where
x∗ = [x∗1; x∗2; . . . ; x∗N ]. The general solution for
obtaining x∗ is:
min
x∗
J(f, x∗, c), s.t. x∗ ∈ domain(x, E), (1)
where J is the adversarial objective function,
domain() constrains the range of solution, and
E is the set of hyperparameters. Next, we will
show some example definitions and how existing
interpretation methods are related to them.
2.1 Continuous-Space Adversary (CSA)
The fundamental rationale behind using adversary
is that, if the resultant adversarial sample x∗ per-
turbs features to which the model prediction is
sensitive, then such a perturbation is expected to
weaken the prediction confidence. On the contrary,
if insignificant features are perturbed by x∗, the
prediction is not likely to be affected. The problem
is thus defined as:
min
x∗
fc(x∗)− fc(x)
s.t. ‖x∗ − x‖2 ≤ .
(2)
where  is the distance hyperparameter. In CSA,
x∗ is allowed to locate freely in the continuous
neighborhood around the input x. The above opti-
mization problem could be solved through various
algorithms with different precision levels. Some
examples are as below.
• Vanilla Gradient (VaGrad): The objective
above could be optimized by only a single
step of gradient descent, followed by the pro-
jection into constraint. Thus, x∗ = x −  ·
∇fc(x)/‖∇fc(x)‖2, so h = x − x∗ ∝ ∇fc(x),
which is exactly the Vanilla Gradient explana-
tion (Simonyan et al., 2013; Hechtlinger, 2016).
• Smooth Gradient (SmoothGrad): One draw-
back of VaGrad is that it suffers from limited pre-
cision since function fc could be noisy. Assume
that fc is subject to Gaussian noise, then the un-
biased estimation (Hogg et al., 2010) of interpre-
tation is h ∝∑x′ ∇fc(x′), where x′ ∼ N(0, σ2)
is sampled from a Gaussian distribution, thus is
the same as SmoothGrad (Smilkov et al., 2017).
• Iterative Gradient (IterGrad): Another draw-
back of VaGrad is there is no guarantee that
linear approximation works well around fc(x).
Thus, a more precise solution is obtained by iter-
ative optimization:
x(0) = x, x(t+1) = Proj(x(t) − α∇fc(x(t))),
(3)
where x∗ = x(tmax) and Proj() projects the in-
stance into the  vicinity of x.
After obtaining raw interpretation, importance of
the n-th word is computed as ‖xn − x∗n‖2. Fi-
nally, according to the definition in Equation 2, the
metric for evaluating interpretation faithfulness is
naturally set as fc(x)−fc(x−h) (or fc(x)−fc(x∗)),
i.e., the objective function in the definition.
2.2 Embedding Erasure Adversary (ERA)
Different from CSA that treats input as a purely
continuous-space instance, it is more natural to
treat each text as discrete word tokens. In this case,
perturbation of input considers each embedding
as a unit, and removing a word’s contribution can
be done by setting its embedding to the zero vec-
tor (Li et al., 2016). Thus, the adversary problem
is modified as:
min
x−S
fc(x−S)− fc(x)
s.t. |S| ≤ s
(4)
where x−S is the text after erasing embeddings of
words in S , while the number of embeddings erased
is limited to s. Optimization over discrete space is
challenging, and solving such as problem depends
on how well we estimate the objective value. Some
examples are as below.
• Input Times Gradient (InpGrad): Accord-
ing to first-order Taylor expansion, fc(x−S) ≈
fc(x)+∇fc(x) · (x−S −x), so that the objective
is equal to∇fc(x) · (x−S − x) =
∑
n∇fc(xn) ·
(xn−S − xn). Different embeddings contribute
independently to the total value. If a word
is to be erased, then its contribution equals
−∇fc(xn) · (0− xn) = ∇fc(xn) · xn, which is
exactly the input-times-gradient algorithm (De-
nil et al., 2014). To select the s most important
words, we can use a greedy strategy by ranking
words according to their inner product value be-
tween gradient and embedding. Finally, the top
s words are selected for interpretation.
• Integrated Gradient (InteGrad): An obvious
limitation for InpGrad is that it is not suitable for
functions which cannot be well approximated
by first-order Taylor expansion. Another al-
gorithm with better precision is to use piece-
wise linear functions for approximation. Let
[x(0), x(1), . . . , x(T )] be a series of points located
along the line between x−S and x, where x(0) =
x and x(T ) = x−S . The distance between adja-
cent points is the same. Accordingly, fc(x−S) ≈
fc(x)+
∑T−1
t=0 ∇f(x(t)) · (x(t+1)− x(t)). Thus,
fc(x−S)− fc(x) ≈
T−1∑
t=0
∇f(x(t)) · (x(t+1) − x(t))
=
1
T
(xS − x) ·
T−1∑
t=0
∇f(x(t)),
(5)
which is essentially the same as InteGrad (Sun-
dararajan et al., 2017). We could first use Inte-
Grad to estimate the contribution of word embed-
dings, and then select the top s important words
as interpretation.
Under this definition in Equation 4, the metric for
evaluating interpretation faithfulness should be set
as fc(x−S) − fc(x). That is, to obtain x−S , we
first identify s most important words, change their
embeddings to zero vectors, and then compare the
output variation. The importance of each individual
word xn is fc(x−{n})− fc(x).
2.3 Message Masking Adversary (MMA)
In attention models, attention scores mark the infor-
mation propagation paths between representations.
Different from gradient-based algorithms that di-
rectly builds input-output relation, attention scores
indicate the intermediate relations between latent
representations of adjacent layers.
To craft adversarial samples on attention models,
we can assign an external mask entry m ∈ {0, 1}
to each attention score a ∈ R to have a new score
a′ = a ·m, where m = 0 means blocking the mes-
sage passing. Assume fc(x) could be written as
f2c (f
1(x), a), where f1 maps input into representa-
tion, and f2c receives representation with attention
a for final prediction. The adversary problem is
designed as:
min
m
f2c (f
1(x), am)− f2c (f1(x), a)
s.t. ‖1−m‖0 ≤ s, m[n] ∈ {0, 1}
(6)
where a and m denote attentions and mask vectors,
respectively.  means element-wise multiplica-
tion. ‖ · ‖0 is L0 norm. Each mask entry m[n]
is binary. The constraint means no more than s
attention scores are blocked.
• Ranked Masking (RankMask): We first rank
the attention scores and choose the highest s
scores to be assigned with m = 0, while the
others are given m = 1.
Similar to previous cases, the metric under MMA is
simply the objective function above. In this work,
we use LSTM with attention in Figure 2 as the
attention model. Word embeddings are seen as im-
portant if they are in same positions of top-ranked
attentions.
3 Aligning Interpretation with Human
Cognition
In some applications, interpretation accuracy is
defined as the matching degree between interpreta-
tion and human cognition habits (Fong and Vedaldi,
2017; Yang et al., 2019). That is, users may expect
models to pay attention to the same set of words
as human when making predictions. However, tra-
ditional training schemes usually do not consider
this requirement.
In this section, we introduce how to extend DDP
to incorporate human cognition into training to
improve model interpretability. Specifically, we
hope that solving the optimization in Equation 1
will not perturb the embedding (or attention) of
words that are not regarded as important by human.
We denote the set of words that are considered as
important by human as I. Given an instance x of
interest, suppose x∗ is the solution after running
DDP. Then, another instance is crafted as x˜∗, where
x˜∗n = xn if n ∈ I, and otherwise x˜∗n = x∗n. The
loss for retraining the model is formulated as:
min
f
∑
x∈X
l(y˜, f(x˜∗)), (7)
where y˜ is the soft label and y˜ = f(x), l is the
instance-level cross entropy loss. The idea behind
the objective is that we restrict sensitivity of model
f (i.e., fc) to those words that are not regarded as
important by human. Therefore, in x˜∗, informa-
tion of important words remains the same as the
the film is enjoyable
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Figure 2: The LSTM att model used in experiments.
clean sample x, while only unimportant words are
perturbed according to x∗n.
Such a training scheme is similar to adversar-
ial training (Goodfellow et al., 2014), since both
try to stabilize predictions before and after input
perturbation. Our method is different from tradi-
tional adversarial training in two aspects. First, we
introduce human cognition knowledge I, which
performs post-processing to produce x˜∗ from x∗.
Second, in language processing, we could make
use of the distribution of word embeddings to assist
human knowledge. Collecting human knowledge
is a laborious task, and usually the result is not
fully comprehensive. Thus, we can first collect a
seed list of words Iseed provided by human, and
then slightly modify the rule of getting x˜∗, where
x˜∗n = xn if ∃ i ∈ I ∧ n ∈ neighbor(i). Here
n ∈ neighbor(i) means the embedding of word n
is in the neighborhood of the embedding of word
i. This is because that, although words are discrete
symbols, their embeddings are correlated in the
continuous latent space.
4 Experiments
In this section, we compare the “faithfulness” of
interpretation obtained with different definitions,
evaluated under different metrics. The evaluation
outcome shows that an interpretation method has in-
born advantages if its definition matches the metric.
It thus suggests that an optimally faithful interpre-
tation may not even exist if a concrete definition is
not set up in advance.
4.1 Experimental Setup
In this part, we set up our experiments with
with binary classification tasks, and on models
with LSTM (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997),
BERT (Devlin et al., 2018) and LSTM att (Fig-
Dataset Avg. Length Train size Valid size Test size
(pos/neg) (pos/neg) (pos/neg)
SST2 19 3310/3610 428/444 912/909
Yelp 20 18746/31543 2150/3537 1432/2369
AGNews 41 25736/25368 2847/2831 1823/1782
Table 1: Datasets statistics.
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Figure 3: Interpretation faithfulness comparison under different metrics on SST2 dataset. :VaGrad,
:SmoothGrad, :IterGrad, :InpGrad, :InteGrad, :RankMask.
Dataset LSTM LSTM att BERT
SST2 0.802 0.812 0.907
Yelp 0.931 0.929 0.962
AGNews 0.926 0.923 0.952
Table 2: Test performance on trained models.
ure 2). This follows previous work (Wiegreffe and
Pinter, 2019; Serrano and Smith, 2019) where clas-
sification is set as the major task scenario. Future
work may extend experiments to more tasks such as
question answering or natural language inference.
We conduct experiments on datasets as follows:
Stanford Sentiment Treebank2 (SST2) (Socher
et al., 2013), Yelp Polarity (Yelp) (Zhang et al.,
2015), and AG NEWS Corpus (AGNews) (Jain and
Wallace, 2019). The task is to predict sentiment
from sentences as positive or negative in SST2 and
Yelp, and to predict topic from articles as world
(neg.) or business (pos.) in AGNews. We split
each dataset into training, validation and testing
data. All datasets are in English. Data statistics are
listed in Table 1. Since we will perform embedding
erasure, texts of length smaller than 5 have been
discarded. Also, although Yelp dataset is not very
balanced, it still has similar evaluation results with
other datasets. The classification performances on
test data for each dataset are listed in Table 2.
4.2 Interpretation Faithfulness Comparison
of Different Definitions and Algorithms
Given the target trained model f , we obtain inter-
pretation for a set of instances sampled from testing
data, regarding why each test instance x is classi-
fied with label c∗ = argmaxc fc(x). The interpre-
tation methods include: (1) VaGrad, SmoothGrad
and IterGrad defined under CSA; (2) InpGrad and
InteGrad defined under ERA; (3) RankMask de-
fined under MMA. After obtaining interpretation
from all the method, three rounds of evaluation are
conducted using the metric based on CSA, ERA
and MMA, respectively.
The default settings of some interpretation meth-
ods are as follows. For SmoothGrad, it averages 20
gradients around each input. For IterGrad, the per-
turbation step of each iteration is set as /25. For
InteGrad, we place 19 points uniformly along the
path between input and zero-embedding baseline,
i.e., T = 20.
The performance evaluation results on SST2
dataset are shown in Figure 3. The results on Yelp
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Figure 4: Parameter analysis of InteGrad on SST2.
and AGNews are in Figure 7 and Figure 8, respec-
tively. Each result is averaged over 300 instances
randomly sampled from test data. In general, the
trends of curves on different datasets are similar, so
we only put SST2 results above. Results on Yelp
and AGNews could be found at the end of the paper.
Some observations could be made as below.
• First, an interpretation algorithm tends to have
better performance if it is evaluated under the
metric derived from the same definition. Specif-
ically, when evaluated under the CSA metric,
VaGrad, SmoothGrad and IterGrad have better
performances than others. When evaluated under
the ERA metric, InpGrad and InteGrad tend to
perform better. When evaluated under the MMA
metric, RankMask performs the best.
• Second, within each definition, the precision
varies for different interpretation algorithms. In
general, in CSA, IterGrad has the best perfor-
mance since it is an iterative optimization algo-
rithm. SmoothGrad is slightly better than Va-
Grad (although their curves are very close to
each other in the figure), because the former neu-
tralizes noise in prediction. In ERA, InteGrad
has better performance than InpGrad, since the
former computes feature contribution with finer
granularity. To further validate this, we mea-
sure the performance of InteGrad by varying the
number T of points placed between x and zero
embeddings. The influences on InteGrad are
shown in Figure 4. We only show results on
SST2 for LSTM and BERT due to space limit
(other results can be found in Appendix). The
result shows that putting more points in the path
improves accuracy of InteGrad. This trend is
more significant in BERT than in LSTM, which
indicates the prediction function in Bert is less
smooth and sophisticated methods are needed to
interpret it.
• Third, the superiority of different algorithms are
relatively random if they are all mismatched to
x
x’ 𝛻𝑓(x)
𝛻𝑓(x’)
Figure 5: Interpretation analysis of a toy function.
the metric. For examples, under CSA metric,
InteGrad is not consistently better than InpGrad.
Also, under MMA metric, except RankMask, the
performances of other methods is pretty close.
Therefore, from the analysis above, we could see
that whether interpretation is “faithful” largely de-
pends on whether the evaluation metric is coupled
with the algorithm producing interpretation. For
example, RankMask does not seem to be as faith-
ful as InpGrad and InteGrad when evaluated using
fc(x−S) − fc(x∗) as the metric. This is because,
attention scores, by definition, do not represent
the relation between input embeddings and output
predictions. However, when using Equation 6 as
the metric, the standard changes so that InpGrad
and InteGrad are not accurate in understanding the
message passing between latent representations.
The conclusion above provides a guideline of
how to choose baseline methods in interpretation
algorithm evaluation. A more rigorous setting is to
first specify the definition, and then design the al-
gorithms as well as choosing the metric, both based
on the specified definition. If we want to compare
between SmoothGrad (defined under CSA) and In-
teGrad (defined under ERA), then what matters is
not which algorithm is more “faithful”, but which
specific evaluation metric is used. An interpretation
algorithm is inherently more advantageous when
evaluated under the metric deriving from the same
definition. Choosing the evaluation metric is rather
a subjective task, depending on the application sce-
nario or the preferences of audience, which could
be a direction for future work.
4.3 Interpretation Properties Revisited
Given the results at hand, we review the two prop-
erties discussed in (Jain and Wallace, 2019; Wiegr-
effe and Pinter, 2019) for faithful explanation. The
first property is that a faithful interpretation should
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Figure 6: Alignment of interpretation to human cogni-
tion on LSTM.
correlate with feature importance measures (e.g.,
gradient-based methods or erasure-based methods).
The second property is that, changes to a faithful
interpretation will cause prediction to vary.
The first property is already analyzed through the
experiment in Section 4.2. Our theoretical and ex-
perimental analysis show that interpretations from
different definitions have equal status, so we may
not deny an interpretation’s faithfulness due to its
dissimilarity to another (or another group), even
though the later is more commonly used or more
intuitive. The metric for interpretation faithfulness
is even not unique (Haldar et al., 2019; Li et al.,
2016; Du et al., 2018; Hechtlinger, 2016).
As for the second property, recent work shows
that it is more relevant to the sensitivity of inter-
pretation, rather than faithfulness (Ghorbani et al.,
2019; Dombrowski et al., 2019). The sensitivity
could be influenced by characteristics (e.g., Hes-
sian matrix) of prediction function. An illustrative
example is in Figure 5. The toy function’s predic-
tion values is marked with grey levels. By slightly
perturbing x to x′, we dramatically change its in-
terpretation, although the prediction value does not
change. However, it may be too rash to conclude
that gradient-based interpretation (either VaGrad
or InpGrad) does not faithfully reflect the ratio-
nale behind prediction. Therefore, it is hard to
rule out function characteristics as the reason for
the instability of interpretation. Future work could
further explore how to balance different aspects
(e.g., faithfulness, sensitivity, understandability) of
interpretation given certain application scenarios.
4.4 Interpretation Alignment
In this part, we evaluate how interpretation could be
aligned with human cognition habits by applying
the method introduced in Section 3.
For both SST2 and Yelp data, we manually sam-
pled 100 instances from the test set. In each sample,
we select a number of important words as human
knowledge Iseed. The neighborhood size is chosen
as 8 for each embedding. We only involve SST2
and Yelp data because they are used in sentiment
classification, and the important words are rela-
tively easy to annotate manually. We choose CSA
as the definition for interpretation, and let  = 0.5.
The importance score of word n is computed as
sn = ‖xn−x∗n‖2. The similarity between interpre-
tation and human cognition is defined as
∑
n∈I sn∑
n sn
.
As we retrain the model, improved alignment on
the LSTM model is shown in Figure 6. Interpre-
tation becomes more similar to human cognition
habits as retraining iterates. A side effect is that
classification performance will slightly decrease.
The resultant accuracy after retraining is 0.791 for
SST2 and 0.922 for LSTM. Accuracy drops are
common in adversarial training (Zhang et al., 2019),
which also explains this phenomenon.
5 Related Work
Various categories of interpretation methods have
been proposed in recent years. Approaches for
understanding importance of features in a given
prediction include gradient based methods (Si-
monyan et al., 2013; Hechtlinger, 2016; Smilkov
et al., 2017; Denil et al., 2014; Sundararajan et al.,
2017), mimic learning based methods (Ribeiro
et al., 2016; Che et al., 2016), erasure based meth-
ods (Li et al., 2016; Serrano and Smith, 2019; Fong
and Vedaldi, 2017), and a recent information the-
ory based method (Guan et al., 2019). Approaches
for understanding the high-level semantics of la-
tent representations include (Fyshe et al., 2015;
Kim et al., 2018; Mathew et al., 2020; Panigrahi
et al., 2019). In addition, (Koh and Liang, 2017)
proposes to understand importance of individual
training samples as interpretation. As we have il-
lustrated in this paper, many of the methods could
be related and unified under the definition based on
adversarial attack.
Besides post-hoc interpretation, various work
also propose to enable inherent interpretability in
models. In general, these models rely on attention
mechanisms (Bahdanau et al., 2015). Some well
known examples include transformer (Vaswani
et al., 2017), capsule networks (Sabour et al., 2017),
graph convolutional networks (Kipf and Welling,
2016; Velicˇkovic´ et al., 2017).
Besides developing specific algorithms to obtain
interpretation, researchers have also initiated fun-
damental discussions over the topic. For examples,
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Figure 7: Interpretation faithfulness comparison under different metrics on Yelp dataset. :VaGrad,
:SmoothGrad, :IterGrad, :InpGrad, :InteGrad, :RankMask.
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Figure 8: Interpretation faithfulness comparison under different metrics on AGNews dataset. :VaGrad,
:SmoothGrad, :IterGrad, :InpGrad, :InteGrad, :RankMask.
(Lipton, 2018) discusses several desideratas of in-
terpretability. (Rudin, 2019) discusses limitations
of post-hoc interpretations. (Riedl, 2019) analyzes
the role of human in interpretable machine learning.
(Jain and Wallace, 2019) discusses the potential
limitation of attention in prediction interpretation.
6 Conclusion and Future Work
Through both theoretical analysis and experiments,
we discover that significant bias may exist when
evaluating interpretation methods, if baseline meth-
ods and the metric are not carefully chosen. To
avoid false intuition on interpretation faithfulness,
we propose a definition driven pipeline to guide
the development and evaluation of interpretation
methods. We use adversarial attack as the general
definition, and show its equivalence to various exist-
ing interpretation methods. After that, we propose
a new method to promote model interpretability
when human assessment is involved.
Future work include considering more applica-
tions to be interpreted, such as question answer-
ing and natural language inference. Besides, it
remains unsolved how to avoid affecting model per-
formance while incorporating human cognition.
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7 Appendix
In the appendix, we provide the full result of Inte-
grated Gradient on all datasets from Figure 9∼ Fig-
ure 11. Each plots show the performance changes
of Integrated Gradient by varying the number of
points T between zero point and input point. This
is to complement the results shown in Figure 4 due
to page limit. In general, we could observe that
the performance of Integrated Gradient improves
as more points are placed used in computation.
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Figure 9: Parameter analysis of InteGrad on SST2.
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Figure 10: Parameter analysis of InteGrad on Yelp.
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Figure 11: Parameter analysis of InteGrad on AGNews.
